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Change in perceived spatial directions due to context
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and
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Weexamined the influence of context on exocentric pointing. In a virtual three-dimensional set-up,
we asked our subjects to aim a pointer toward a target in two conditions: The target and the pointer
were visible alone, or they were visible with planes through each of them. The planes consisted of a
regular grid of horizontal and vertical lines. The presence of the planes had a significant influence on
the indicated direction. These changes in indicated direction depended systematically on the orienta
tion of the planes relative to the subject and on the angle between the planes. When the orientation of
the (perpendicular) planes varied from asymmetrical to symmetrical to the frontoparallel plane, the in
dicated direction varied over a range of 15°-from a slightly larger slant to a smaller slant-as com
pared with the condition without the contextual planes. When the dihedral angle between the two
planes varied from 90°to 40°, the indicated direction varied over a range of less than 5°:Asmaller angle
led to a slightly larger slant. The standard deviations in the indicated directions (about 3°) did not
change systematically. The additional structure provided by the planes did not lead to more consistent
pointing. The systematic changes in the indicated direction contradict all theories that assume that the
perceived distance between any two given points is independent of whatever else is present in the vi
sual field-that is, they contradict all theories of visual space that assume that its geometry is inde
pendent of its contents (e.g., Gilinsky, 1951;Luneburg, 1947; Wagner, 1985).

Human observers report a single, stable image of the
surrounding three-dimensional (3-D) space. For the nor
mal observer, the two frontally spaced eyes provide the
main source of information for localizing objects. In
everyday life, these objects are usually located on planes:
A cup is placed on a table; a photograph hangs on a wall.
Surprisingly, little is known about the influence, if any, of
such contextual planes on spatial judgments. Few reports
exist on the role of a floor (e.g., Ellis, Smith, Grunwald,
& McGreevy, 1991). In this paper, we investigate the in
fluence ofcontextual planes on exocentric pointing.

Optically perceived space (or visual space, for short)
is distorted with respect to physical space (see the ex
periments by Blumenfeld, 1913; Foley & Richards, 1972;
Indow & Watanabe, 1984; Wagner, 1985). Luneburg
(1947) provided a classical theoretical description of vi
suaI space and its relation with physical space. He as
sumed, among other things, that visual space is Rieman
nian and that the geometry ofvisual space is independent
of its contents. Although parts of his theory have been
adapted (Blank, 1961) and some ofhis assumptions have
been questioned (Battro, di Pierro Netto, & Rozestraten,
1975; Foley, 1964; Indow & Watanabe, 1984), all models
of visual space still assume visual space to have a metric
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and to have a geometry independent of its contents (Blank,
1961; Foley, 1991; Gilinsky, 1951; Wagner, 1985). In
other words, they assume that all perceived spatial rela
tions depend only on the location ofobjects relative to the
observer and do not depend on the context of those loca
tions-that is, whatever else is in the scene. Even though
Wagner states that "the geometry ofvisual space itselfap
pears to be a function of stimulus conditions" (p. 493) his
model does not incorporate a possible role for context.

However, certain experiments in other fields of research
into visual perception have demonstrated a specific in
fluence ofcontext. We want to mention two examples: the
depth contrast effect and the rod frame experiments. The
depth contrast effect (Werner, 1938) is an effect ofthe ori
entation of the larger background plane on the perceived
orientation of a smaller plane in front of it (see, e.g.,
Kumar & Glaser, 1992; van Ee & Erkelens, 1996). The
rod frame experiments (Witkin & Asch, 1948) have dem
onstrated that the perceived vertical depends on the ori
entation of the largest visible frame. Both of these types
of experiments suggest that context is used as reference
and suggest that context influences perceived spatial re
lations. However, these experiments are very different
(different in focus, in experimental set-up, and in task)
from those performed with the purpose of investigating
visual space, and therefore, they cannot be compared di
rectly. There are other examples, from the field ofhyper
acuity (Mitchison & Westheimer, 1984) and from the
study of illusions (Gogel, 1984; for the Poggendorff illu-
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sion, see, e.g., Tolansky, 1964), but these are even less
related to the experiments investigating visual space.

There also have been some theoretical statements and
phenomenological reports that suggest an influence of
context on perceived spatial relations. Gestalt theories
do emphasize that perception is only meaningful in the
presence ofa context (e.g., Gibson, 1950; Koffka, 1935).
More specifically, Koffka states that "lines will be de
termined in their direction and other aspects by the things
or surfaces to which they belong" (p. 215). The phe
nomenological reports mainly come from the arts, such
as architecture, theater, and painting. There, it has been
shown frequently that space perception can be influenced
by adding a context with false perspective (see Pirenne,
1970, for examples, such as the Pozzo ceiling, Piazza
Spada, and del Campidoglio in Rome). Within visual sci
ence, the Ames room and the trapezoid window are well
known examples (Ames, 1953 and 1951, respectively).
Gogel (Gogel, 1984; Gogel & Mershon, 1977) has dem
onstrated that the suggested perspective in a trapezoid
window can influence the perceived location in depth of
an object close to the window. However, despite these
theories and studies of illusions, there has never been a
clear systematic experiment showing that context influ
ences spatial perception.

The major aim ofthis study is to find out whether con
textual planes have a significant influence on exocentric
pointing, on either the veridicality ofpointing or the con
sistency of the pointing. To this end, we compared exo
centric pointing in conditions with and without contex
tual planes. We used a number of different contextual
planes, because a demonstration of an influence of con
text would become even more convincing if the changes
in exocentric pointing also varied systematically with
variations in the planes.

In line with most studies of visual space, we used a
few luminous objects in an otherwise dark environment.
Previously (Schoumans & Denier van der Gon, 1999),
we measured an exocentric pointing task with a pointer
and a target as the only luminous objects in an otherwise
dark room. We found standard deviations smaller than
would be expected from the resolution of the retina and
from psychophysically measured depth-difference de
tection thresholds. In other words, such a task can be per
formed with high accuracy in the absence ofany context.

Wechose an exocentric pointing task because it is a typ
ical spatial task that we perform in everyday life: Monitor
ing who looks at whom in a group of people is probably
the commonest example. Studying exocentric pointing
is also a good method of studying spatial relations and
has been used as such before (e.g., Ellis et al., 1991;
Koenderink & van Doorn, 1998). It should be noted that
any affine transformation (such as a scale, rotation, or
shear), such as Wagner's (1985) model, or even a pro
jective transformation between visual space and physical
space would not result in systematic errors in pointing.
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Systematic errors in exocentric pointing indicate a more
complex, nonlinear distortion of visual space.

A clear demonstration of an influence of contextual
planes on exocentric pointing will have immediate im
plications for the existing models of visual space, since
most of these (such as Luneburg's, 1947, model) do not
incorporate a possible influence of context into the the
ory. Thus, this study is designed to disprove this class of
models.

METHOD

Subjects
There were 5 subjects, who had given their informed consent and

were naive as to the purpose of the experiments. All the subjects
had normal vision or corrected-to-normal vision via contact lenses.
They all had good stereopsis, for which they were tested via a stan
dard TNO-test (Walraven, 1975). Their ages varied from 19 to
27 years. The subjects performed three experimental sessions. The
first was considered to be a training session. One of the subjects
was rejected after the second session, because she showed a num
ber of mirrored settings (toward her, instead of away from her) in
the condition without the context in this session.

Apparatus
We used a virtual 3-D set-up. The stimuli were generated on a

Silicon Graphics Indy computer. This computer generates 120 im
ages per second and draws the projection of a 3-D image for each
eye onto the screen, alternately one for the right eye and one for the
left eye. The subjects wore LCD goggles that closed one or the other
eye synchronously with the images presented on the computer
screen. The goggles work best for red images.

The computer screen consisted of 1,280 x 1,024 pixels. The pix
els were 0.27 X 0.27 mm-. We used anti-aliasing commands to in
crease the resolution. A circular band ofblack cardboard was placed
around the computer screen, in order to exclude possible reference
directions being indicated by the edges of the screen.

Stimuli
The subjects could always see a red pointer and a red target. The

pointer was a wire-frame figure that consisted ofa 4-cm line and a
ring with a diameter of 3.2 em. The plane of the ring was perpen
dicular to the line segment, and it was located around one of the
endpoints ofthe line. The target consisted ofa dot (I pixel) with two
rings extending in 3-D drawn around it. The two rings had a diam
eter of 1.2 em and met each other directly above and below the dot.
The target and the pointer were located in a horizontal plane at eye
level. The midpoint between the target and the pointer was located
on the computer screen and was 120 em in front of the cyclopean
eye of the subject. The pointer could appear at eight possible loca
tions (see the ellipses in Figure I). The target appeared at the op
posite side (of the dashed lines in Figure I). The distance between
the rotation point of the pointer and the target was 20 em (7.3° or
8.60 visual angle, depending on the orientation of the connecting
line between the target and the pointer).

We performed three experiments: one without any context and
two with a context. In all the experiments, the possible locations of
the pointer and the target remained constant, whereas the context,
ifpresent, was varied. The context consisted oftwo flat planes. Fig
ure 2 shows how these planes were varied for one possible combi
nation of pointer and target locations for the two experiments with
context. In the rotation experiment (Figure 2A), the two planes were
always perpendicular to each other. The orientation of the two
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Figure 1. A scaled top view of the eight possible locations at
which the pointer and the target could appear (at the ellipses).
Given the location of the pointer, the target appeared at the op
posite side of the dashed line. For each combination of pointer
and target, its mirror image in the frontoparallel plane or the
midsagittal plane also exists. The connecting straight line be
tween the target and the pointer could make an angle of 25°or 40°
with the frontoparallel plane. The midpoint of the connecting line
between the target and the pointer lay 120 em in front ofthe cy
clopean eye ofthe subject and on the computer screen. The sym
bols near the ellipses are those used in Figures 4 and 5 for the cor
responding location of the pointer.
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• could appear at one out ofeight different locations, with the target's
appearing opposite (see Figure I). Each possible location of the
pointer could appear with six different contexts (see above), result
ing in 48 stimuli per experiment with contextual planes. All the
stimuli were presented five times. The experiment was divided into
blocks of 15-30 min, followed by a short break ofa few minutes, to
keep the subjects alert. One complete experimental session took
about 2 h.

Analysis
We recorded the final orientation ofthe pointer at which the sub

jects judged the pointer to aim at the target. The pointer orientation
was defined to be -90° when oriented perpendicular to the fron
toparallel plane pointing toward the subject, 0° when oriented in the
frontoparallel plane ofthe subject, and +90° when oriented perpen
dicular to the frontoparallel-plane pointing away from the subject.
Thus, a pointer orientation mirrored in the midsagittal plane had
the same value. This was done because a previous study had shown
that exocentric pointing is symmetrical with respect to the mid
sagittal plane (Schoumans & Denier van der Gon, 1999).

For each stimulus (a possible combination of the pointer and the
target locations in a certain context) and for each subject, we cal
culated the mean set orientation of the pointer and the standard de
viation from the mean. To demonstrate an influence of contextual
surfaces, we compared the set orientations of the pointer in condi
tions with and without contextual planes. We defined a change in
the set orientation of the pointer as the absolute mean value in the
condition with the contextual planes minus the absolute mean value
in the condition without contextual planes, where both were mea
sured within the same experimental session. Thus. a positive value
of change means that the subject oriented the pointer more steeply
(i.e., at a larger slant) in the presence of the contextual planes, as
compared with when those planes were not present.

planes with respect to the subject's frontoparallel plane was varied
in six steps from 0°/90° to 45°/45°,which we shall call rotations 0-45,
respectively. In the angle experiment (Figure 2B), the planes were
always oriented symmetrically with respect to the subject's fron
toparallel plane. Here, the dihedral angle was varied in six equal
steps from 90° to 40° (i.e., with respect to the subject's frontoparallel
plane, they varied from 45°/45° to 70°170°).

The contextual planes met in one common vertical line (like two
walls of a room). They consisted of a blue grid I of horizontal and
vertical lines, indicating squares of2.5 X 2.5 cm-. The grid extended
from 2.5 squares above to 2.5 squares below the target and the
pointer and from the intersection line between the planes to about
1.5-2.5 squares beyond the target and the pointer. The planes were
at least 4 squares wide. Two 5-cm-long blue vertical lines were
drawn, one through the target and one through the rotation point of
the pointer, to emphasize that the target and the pointer were located
in the contextual planes.

Procedure
The subject's task was to orient the pointer so that it aimed at the

center of the target. The orientation of the pointer in the horizontal
plane could be manipulated by pressing the arrow keys on the key
board. The subjects could use as much time as they needed. We
recorded the final orientation of the pointer.

Our subjects completed three experimental sessions. The first
session served as a training session and was identical to the third
session. Each of the sessions started with the experiment in which
no contextual planes were present, followed by one of the possible
two experiments with contextual planes.

The order ofthe experiments with the contextual planes (rotation
or angle), the order of the stimuli, and the starting orientation ofthe
pointer were randomized. The pointer appeared at an orientation
between plus and minus 25° around the veridical orientation and

RESULTS

The experiment without contextual planes was mea
sured twice, once before each experiment with a context.
A comparison of the two measurements shows that the
set pointer orientations reproduced well. Figure 3 shows
the mean orientation of the pointer in the condition with
out a context (measured before the rotation experiment)
as a function of the veridical orientation of the pointer.
Each subject is represented by a different symbol. With
out context, subjects M.L., P.M., and R.O. tended to set
the orientation ofthe pointer at too large a slant; C.N. tends
to do the opposite. The standard deviation of the means
(calculated over five repetitions) is 3° for subjects M.L.,
P.M., and R.O. and 4,50for subject C.N. on average, over
all the pointer locations. Therefore, the mean orientations
in stimuli, which are mirror images of each other in the
midsagittal plane, are generally equal within the errors
of the means. This is consistent with the earlier Schou
mans and Denier van der Gon (1999) results and can be
seen in Figure 3 by comparing two equal symbols at each
veridical orientation.

Figure 4 shows the results of the rotation experiment.
For all the subjects, the change in set pointer orientation
with respect to the condition without a context is plotted
as a function of the rotation of the planes. The rotation is
defined as the smallest angle between one of the planes
and the frontoparallel plane. Thus, a 45° rotation of the
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Figure 2. Illustration of the variations in contextual planes, as used in the experiments with context for a possible combination
of pointer (one ofthe dots) and target (the other dot) locations. In these experiments with a context, each possible combination of
pointer and target locations could appear with one ofsix possible contexts. Panel A illustrates the rotation experiment. In this ex
periment, the contextual plane through the target and the contextual plane through the pointer intersected at a dihedral angle of
90·. The orientation of the contextual planes with respect to the subject was varied. This is indicated by a value of rotation that
could be 0.,15°,25.,35.,40°, or 45°, which equals the smallest angle between one ofthe planes and the frontoparallel plane. Panel B
illustrates the angle experiment. In this experiment, the contextual plane through the pointer and the one through the target made
the same angle with the fronto parallel plane. The dihedral angle between the planes was varied and could be 90°, 80°, 70°, 60", 50·,
or 40·. Note that, in both experiments, the condition exists with a dihedral angle of 90° and a rotation of 45°. Also note that, to keep
the pointer and the target located in the planes, the point where the planes met had to be translated, and the lengths ofthe planes
had to be adjusted.

planes means that both planes were oriented symmetri
cally with respect to the frontoparallel plane of the sub
ject. (See Figure 2A for an illustration of the variations
in context.) Each possible location of the pointer is indi
cated by a different symbol (see Figure I). Similarlyshaped
symbols represent stimuli that are each other's mirror
image in the midsagittal plane. Dashed lines connect the
symbols representing pointer locations that are located
in front of the target.

Figure 4 shows that the presence of the planes influ
enced the set pointer orientation systematically. This in
fluence was reflected in changes in the set pointer orien
tation, ranging between +25° and -20°. Moreover, the
changes varied systematically with the variation in the
orientation ofthe planes with respect to the subject. There
was a global trend for all the subjects to set the pointer
at a larger slant when one of the planes lay in a fronto
parallel plane and at a smaller slant when the planes were
oriented symmetrically to the frontoparallel plane. The

trend, on average, over pointer locations has a gradient
of 0.33°, 0.32°, 0.24°, and 0.34° per degree of rotation
for subjects C.N., M.L., P.M., and R.O., respectively.
This trend is significant for each of the subjects [analysis
of variance (ANOVA) per subject, with the rotation en
tered as covariate first: N = 240 (5 repetitions X 8 pointer
locations X 6 contexts), F(l,227) > 271,p < .0005].

Figure 5 is similar to Figure 4, except that it shows the
change in set pointer orientation as a function of the di
hedral angle between the planes (see Figure 2B for an il
lustration of context variation). For 3 of our 4 subjects
(M.L., P.M., and R.O.), there was a clear change in the
set orientation of the pointer between the conditions with
and without the contextual planes. Furthermore, there
seems to have been a small global trend to set the pointer
at a larger slant when the dihedral angle became smaller.
This trend, on average, over pointer locations, has a gra
dient of 0.096°,0.098°,0.016°,0.072° per degree of
angle for subjects C.N., M.L., P.M., and R.O., respec-
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POSSIBLE ORIGINS OF INFLUENCE

An ANOVA over all subjects also showed significant
interactions between subjects and pointer locations, as
can also be seen in Figures 4 and 5. For example, subject
R.O. shows an asymmetry in his settings between the
pointers pointing forward and those pointing backward
toward the target. In the rotation experiment, the trend is
less strong for the pointers pointing backward. This re
sults in a segregation between the two groups at a rota
tion of the planes of 45°, which persists throughout the
angle experiment. In contrast to this, the settings of sub
ject M.L. clearly do not show such an asymmetry between
these two groups. As another example, the top line in the
graph for subject C.N. in Figure 4 has a noticeable dis
placement in relation to the other lines. Such a displace
ment may be due to the variance in the orientation set for
that pointer location in the condition without a context,
which results in a relatively large standard error of the
mean, since it was calculated over only five repetitions.
This error displaces all the set orientations in the condi
tions with a context for that corresponding pointer loca
tion by the same constant. In this case, however, this dis
placement also appears in Figure 5, because the mean set
pointer orientation in the experiment without the context
is reproduced.

Besides the influence ofcontext on the average set ori
entation of the pointers, a context could also influence
consistency in pointing. We compared the standard de
viations in the conditions with and without the contex
tual planes by performing an independent samples t test
for each of the subjects. Only for I subject, C.N., could
we reject the hypothesis that the standard deviations
were the same with and without the planes [F(l,58) =
16.7, p < .001]. The standard deviations in her settings
were, on average, 1.5° larger in the experiment without
context, as compared with the condition with a context.
For the other 3 subjects, the standard deviations were not
statistically different (p = .81, .96, and .96 for subjects
M.L., P.M., and R.O., respectively).

We also checked whether the standard deviations
changed systematically with the variations in the contexts.
For both experiments with a context, the measured stan
dard deviations were fitted with a linear regression line
as a function ofthe variations in the planes. None ofthese
regressions deviated significantly from zero [N = 48,
8 pointer locations X 6 contexts, F(l,46) < 2.8; for sub
jects C.N., M.L., P.M., and R.O., respectively, p = .19,
.44, .10, and .09 in the rotation experiment, and p = .50,
.64, .36, and .47 in the angle experiment]. The measured
standard deviations in the experiments with a context
were about 3° for each of the subjects.

The results have shown that contextual planes have a
significant influence on the mean exocentric pointed di
rection. The experiments were designed to demonstrate
the existence of an influence, not to find out the precise
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tively. This trend is significant for each of the subjects
[ANOVA per subject, with the angle entered as covariate
first: N = 240 (5 repetitions X 8 pointer locations X 6
contexts), F(l,227) > 31,p < .0005], except for subject
P.M. (F = 1.2, p = .28).

The condition in the angle experiment in which the
angle was 90° equals the condition in the rotation exper
iment when the rotation was 45°. A comparison of this
condition in Figures 4 and 5 shows a reasonable repro
duction of the measured change in the set pointer. To be
more precise, the mean set orientations ofthe pointer are
not significantly different in 27 of the 32 cases (two
tailed t test, df = 4, p < .05).

As can be seen in both Figures 4 and 5, there are no
ticeable differences between the subjects. The most ap
parent difference between the subjects is that their plots
are shifted with respect to each other. This is mainly due
to the differences between subjects in set pointer orien
tation in the experiment without a context. The deviations
from the veridical in the experiment with a context lie in
the same range of 35° for all the subjects, between 20°
too large a slant and 15° too small a slant. In other words,
our subjects' set orientations of the pointer resemble one
anothers' more closely in the conditions with a context.

Figure 3. Exocentric pointing without any context. The mean
orientation of the pointer is plotted, for each of its possible loca
tions, as a function ofthe veridical orientation ofthe pointer. Each
subject is indicated with a different symbol. Two identical sym
bols at one veridical orientation belong to two pointer (and tar
get) locations that are symmetrical with respect to the midsagittal
plane. The standard deviations are approximately 30 for subjects
M.L., P.M., and R.O. and approximately 4.50 for subject C.N.
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eN nature of this influence. Nevertheless, we can make sev
eral observations about the possible origins of the dem
onstrated influence.

First of all, we can exclude several strong candidates
for the role ofa single determining factor underlying the
results of both our experiments with a context. For ex
ample, the orientation ofthe contextual plane through the
target with respect to the subject changed over a range of
45° in the rotation experiment and over a range of25° in
the angle experiment (see Figure 2). If this was the only
determining factor in our results, we should have found
a trend in the angle experiment that was about half as
large as the trend in the rotation experiment. This is not
what we observed. The same line of reasoning can ex
clude the orientation of the plane through the pointer and
the angle between the pointer orientation and the plane
in which it lay. To keep the pointer and the target in the
planes, we also had to vary other parameters besides the
rotation and the dihedral angle. These parameters can
also be excluded as single determining factors. The range
of depth and disparities over which the planes extended
and, thus, also the length of the planes that we had to pre
sent, as well as the area defined by the target, the pointer,
and the intersection line of the planes, varied most in the
angle experiment (see Figure 2), where we found the
smallest effects. The eccentricity of the intersection line
of the planes varied from the right hemifield to the left
hemifield for one possible combination of the pointer
and the target locations (see Figure 2). If this were the
sole determining factor, the trend in the rotation experi
ment should have been symmetrical with respect to the
condition in which this line lies straight in front of the
cyclopean eye ofthe subject (at a rotation of 25°). Again,
this was not what we observed. In conclusion, it would
seem likely that there is more than one factor determin
ing the results of the measurements with the contexts.

Second, there is no apparent link between the demon
strated influence ofcontext on perceived spatial relations
and the specific influence of context demonstrated in
other types ofexperiments reported in the literature. The
experiments mentioned in the introduction suggest an in
fluence of context on perceived orientation of objects
and perceived depth differences. Those results are often
explained in terms of reference frames for the horizon
tal and frontoparallel planes (Howard, 1982; Kumar &
Glaser, 1992). In depth contrast experiments and rod frame
experiments, a redefinition of the frontoparallel plane or
the horizontal plane is presumed to take place as the larg
est visible plane or frame is rotated. This would indicate
a simple rotation of visual space in relation to physical
space. However, such a rotation (or any other affine trans
formation) does not result in systematic errors in the indi
cated exocentric direction. The observed influence on the
indicated direction needs a more complex explanation.

Finally, there are several possible directions in which
to search for an origin of the influence of the contextual
planes on perceived spatial relations. The contextual
planes could provide more structure for visual space. They
could distort visual space. They could provide planes of
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Figure 4. A graph drawn for each subject shows the change in
orientation of the pointer as a function of the orientation of the
planes with respect to the subject. The two planes are always per
pendicular. A 0" orientation of the planes means that one of the
planes lay in a frontoparallel plane. A 450 orientation ofthe planes
means that the two planes were oriented symmetrically with re
spect to the frontoparallel plane. The change in orientation of the
pointer is defined as its absolute value with contextual planes
minus its absolute value without the contextual planes. In other
words, a positive value for this change means an increase in the
slant ofthe pointer as a result ofthe contextual planes. A different
symbol indicates a different location of the pointer (see Figure 1).
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10

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

and Conclusions section), which we did not observe. The
second option is not likely, because a distortion ofvisual
space would lead to the perception of a straight line in
space as curved. In other words, two stimuli with their
pointer and target locations interchanged should then
lead to set orientations of the pointers so that they both
point in front or behind the connecting line. This was gen
erally not what we observed. The third option, the planes'
providing some sort of reference, might explain why our
subjects' set pointer orientations resemble each other
more closely when a context is present than when one is
not. On the possible influence ofperception of the shape
of the planes, we can only speculate. In summary, find
ing out the precise nature ofthe influence ofcontext will
require diverse, separate studies.

We have shown that the addition ofa context in the vi
sual scene has a significant influence on the indicated
exocentric direction. Therefore, we conclude that exocen
tric pointing depends on the contents of the visual scene_
This important conclusion is strengthened by the fact
that the changes in the indicated exocentric direction
vary systematically with the main variations in the con
textual planes: the orientation ofthe two contextual planes
with respect to the subject and, to a lesser extent, the angle
between the two contextual planes.

In contrast to the significant influence of contextual
planes on the measured mean indicated exocentric di
rection, no such influence was found on the measured
standard deviations. The standard deviations did not
even change between the conditions with and without the
contextual planes for 3 of our 4 subjects. This is some
what remarkable because, without the contextual planes,
the visual scene is very barren and the contextual planes
provide additional structure for the perceived space, which
could help in localizing the target and the pointer. There
fore, we conclude that more structure in the visual field
does not automatically lead to a more consistent percep
tion of spatial relations.

How the influence of context works precisely will re
quire additional research before better theories of visual
space can be constructed (see the Possible Origins ofIn
fluence section). Gestalt theories have emphasized the
importance of context but have only seldom given sug
gestions for the nature ofthe influence ofcontext. Koffka
(1935) mentions "the frameworks tendency to normal
ity,"-that is, a horizontal ground plane and a vertical per
pendicular on it. This does account for the results in the
rod frame experiments, but it does not predict the signif
icant and systematic changes in the indicated exocentric
direction reported in this paper. The planes in our exper
iments were deliberately upright and consisted of a grid
of squares, so that these planes would not give rise to il
lusions or suggest a false perspective cue. Nevertheless,
we find that the average indicated exocentric direction
changed significantly with the systematic variations in
the planes.
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Figure 5. A graph drawn for each subject plots the change in
set pointer orientation as a function of the dihedral angle between
the planes. The two planes were always oriented symmetrically
with respect to the frontoparallel plane.

reference. Or the perceived spatial relations could be
codetermined by perception of the shape of the planes.
The first two options do not seem likely. The first would
predict the smallest standard deviations in the conditions
with the contextual planes (see the General Discussion



Our main conclusion remains clear: The stable percep
tion ofthe 3-D space surrounding us depends on its con
tents. Thus, the transformation between perceived visual
space and physical space cannot be constant. A constant
transformation, however, is assumed by most models of
visual space (e.g., Gilinsky, 1951; Luneburg, 1947; Wag
ner, 1985), since they assume that visual space has a
metric and a geometry independent of its content. Thus,
our results disprove all such models ofvisual space. New
theories of visual space should include a role for context.
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NOTE

I. The color of the grid was chosen to be different from the color of
the target and the pointer in order to prevent ambiguities, such as possi
ble disparity mismatches between the endpoint of the pointer and a line
in the grid, However,a difference in color can lead to differences in per
ceived depth (Helmholtz, 1866/1962), In our experiments, this could
not influence the results, since the color difference between the grid and
the target and pointer was constant throughout the experiments with the
contextual planes, and the pointer and the target were red in both ex
periments, with and without context,
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